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High speed single- and dual-stage vertical positioners
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This article presents a high-speed single- and dual-stage vertical positioners for applications in
optical systems. Each positioner employs a unique end-constraint method with orthogonal flexures to
preload a piezoelectric stack actuator. This end-constraint method also significantly increases the first
mechanical resonance frequency. The single-stage positioner has a displacement range of 7.6 µm and
a first resonance frequency of 46.8 kHz. The dual-stage design consists of a long-range slow-stage
and a short-range fast-stage. An inertial counterbalance technique was implemented on the fast-stage
to cancel inertial forces resulting from high-speed motion. The dual-stage positioner has a combined
travel range of approximately 10 µm and a first evident resonance frequency of 130 kHz. Published
by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4960080]

I. INTRODUCTION

High-speed piezoelectric nanopositioning systems have
been the positioner of choice in many applications including scanning probe microscopy,1–4 beam steering systems,5,6
nanofabrication,7 and optical fiber alignment.8 Most of these
high-speed nanopositioners are flexure-guided systems where
fine motions were produced through elastic deformation of
flexures. There are no joints and gears in these systems thus
eliminating issues such as friction, wear, and backlash.9,10
These characteristics allow flexure-guided mechanisms to
generate smooth and repeatable motions, which are prerequisite for nanometer precision applications.11
There is demand for high-speed single-axis nanopositioners in optical applications such as cavity tuning in continuouswave lasers and cavity ring-down spectroscopy.12–16 Highspeed vertical positioners are also utilized to lock the phase
of closed-loop Michelson interferometers.17
The bandwidth of the aforementioned optical systems is
often governed by the bandwidth of the piezo-stage. One of the
simplest ways of moving a mirror vertically is to attach it to a
piezo-stack actuator [see Fig. 1]. However, this arrangement
may not be suitable for high-speed positioning applications.
Piezo-stack actuators are highly sensitive to tensile forces.
The excessive inertial (tensile) forces experienced during highspeed motion can damage the actuator.18,19 To protect the
actuator, preload is applied to the actuator to compensate for
these excessive forces at high speeds. Some preloading techniques also help to increase the first resonance frequency of
positioners.2,11
There are several end-constraint methods for piezo-stack
actuators to improve their performance at high speeds. One
common way is to use a flexural mechanism to preload the
actuator.11 Circular plate and diaphragm flexures have also
been used to preload and guide the motion of stack
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actuators.2,3,20 These systems also incorporate inertial cancellation techniques to passively suppress the first actuation mode
which increases the mechanical bandwidth. Details for inertial
cancellation techniques can be found in Ando et al.,21 Kenton
et al.,2 and Yong and Moheimani.22
Table I summarizes the performance of various vertical
stage designs in terms of travel range and speed. Three-axis
stages, which translate along the x, y, and z axes, are also
included. However, only the travel range and speed of the zaxis are compared. For single-axis stage, the micro-positioning
tower23 has the largest travel range of 200 µm but a bandwidth
of only 256 Hz which may not be suitable for optical applications. This is expected due to the direct trade-off between travel
range and resonance frequency. The three-axis stage design
from Ando et al.21 has the fastest z-axis, however, with a travel
range of only 2 µm.
To simultaneously obtain a large travel range and wide
bandwidth, the dual-actuation configuration combines a shortrange, fast-stage and a long-range, slow-stage.2,4,20,27 These
referenced dual-stage designs are for atomic force microscopy
(AFM). However, the term “dual-stage” in these literatures
refers to the driving and control method of the slow- and
fast-stage rather than the physical design of the stage. All
the reported designs are actually short-range stages operated
in conjunction with an external long-range nanopositioner.
Schitter et al.27 and Fleming4 utilize a piezo-stack actuator
in conjunction with a piezoelectric tube scanner to provide
fast actuation during AFM imaging. However, the actuator
may experience a high tensile load at high speed which reduces the life of the actuator. Kenton et al.2 and Fleming
et al.20 utilize a circular flexure to constrain and preload the
actuator. These flexure-guided designs increase the dominant
resonance frequency of the fast-stage to above 100 kHz,
albeit with a range in the single microns. Again, this faststage operates in collaboration with an external long-range
stage.
This article proposes two single-axis high-speed vertical
positioners driven for optical applications. These positioners
have unique end-constraint designs to increase the mechan-
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long travel range. The dual-stage positioner has a first evident
resonance frequency of 130 kHz and a combined travel range
of approximately 10 µm.
The proposed single-stage design achieves a relatively
large travel range and bandwidth simultaneously, which is
suitable for optical applications. The dual-stage design integrates both slow- and fast-stages into one structure without
the need of an external long-range stage. Furthermore, an
inertial counterbalance technique is incorporated in the faststage design to cancel vibrations. To the authors’ knowledge,
the proposed dual-stage design principle has not yet been
reported.
The remainder of this article proceeds as follows. Sec. II
describes the mechanical design of the two positioners
together with analytical and finite-element models of the
dynamics. Sec. III presents the control design for the dualstage positioner. Experimental results of the two positioners are presented in Sec. IV followed by conclusions in
Sec. V.

II. MECHANICAL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
FIG. 1. Different configurations for the design of nanopositioning systems:
(a) a mirror is attached to the piezo-stack actuator directly without endconstraints. (b) A set of flexures is used to constrain the piezo-stack actuator.
(c) Two sets of orthogonal flexures are used to constrain the piezo-stack
actuator.

ical bandwidth and preload the actuator. The first design is a
single-stage positioner which has a first mechanical resonance
frequency of 47 kHz and a large travel range of 7.6 µm. The
second design has a dual-stage configuration where a faststage with short travel range is mounted to a slow-stage with a

TABLE I. Summary of vertical stage designs.
Range (µm)

Dominant res. (kHz)

Single-axis stage
Jouaneh and Ge23
Single-stage (this article)

200
7.6

0.256
47

Three-axis stagea
Ando et al.21
Watanabe et al.24
Kenton and Leang25
Schitter et al.26

2
2.5
1
4.3

171
100
70
22

Single-axis stage used in
dual-actuationb
Kenton et al.2
Fleming et al.20
Schitter et al.27
Fleming4

1.56
2.3
n/a
1

150
103
80
23

0.922 (fast)
9.4 (slow)

130
17

Nanopositioner

Single-axis, dual-stage
Dual-stage (this article)

A slender piezo-stack actuator is subject to two bending
modes in the x and z axes, respectively, as shown in the left
column of Fig. 1. To increase the mechanical bandwidth, it is
desirable to increase the resonance frequency of these bending
modes. A set of flexures as illustrated in the middle column
of Fig. 1 constrains only one of these bending modes. In
order to constrain both bending modes, two sets of orthogonal
flexures as shown in the right column of Fig. 1 are used
in the proposed single- and dual-stage positioners. Doublehinged flexures (see Fig. 2) which have high out-of-plane
stiffness25,28 are desirable candidates for the vertical positioner
designs. When they are arranged in the configuration shown
in the right column of Fig. 1, the stiffness in the x and z axes
can be increased significantly, which increases the resonance
frequencies.

a These

are three-axis stages. Only the performance of the z-axis is listed here.
are short-range stages. They are operated in collaboration with an external AFM
long-range nanopositioner.
b These

FIG. 2. Double-hinged flexure and its dimensions.
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1. Stiffness and range estimation

To estimate the compliance of the double-hinged flexures,
the in-plane deformations of the hinge can be expressed in a
matrix form,9 that is,
0
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where Cθ z −F y = C y−M z . The in-plane compliances are
Cx−Fx =

FIG. 3. Single-stage positioner and its exploded view.

C y−F y =

A. Single-stage positioner design

The single-stage vertical positioner is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The mirror stage is supported by eight parallel double-hinged
flexures arranged using the orthogonal configuration in
Fig. 1(c). A piezo-stack actuator (7 mm × 7 mm × 10 mm) is
used to elastically deform the flexures, which drives the mirror
vertically. Both the flexure-based positioner and the piezostack are mounted to a support housing. The flexures and the
support housing are constructed from aluminum alloy 7075
and stainless steel 304, respectively. Their material properties
can be found in Table II.
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where h is the depth of the flexure, L is the entire length of
E
the flexure, E is the Young modulus, G = 2(1+ν)
is the shear
modulus, and α is the shear coefficient. The dimensions of the
flexure are reported in Fig. 2. t(x) is the thickness of the flexure

TABLE II. Design parameters, dimensions and material properties of the single- and dual-stage vertical
positioners.
Material properties

Aluminum alloy 7075

Stainless steel 304

72
0.33
2770

200
0.3
7850

Young’s modulus, E (GPa)
Poisson’s ratio, v
Density, ρ (kg/m3)

Single-stage vertical positioner
Double-hinge flexure
Thickness, t (mm)
Depth, h (mm)
Flexure length, l (mm)
Entire flexure length, L (mm)
Corner-fillet radius, r (mm)

0.3
5.5
0.6
2.5
0.25

Cross-sectional area, A a (mm)
Length, l a (mm)
Young’s modulus, E a (GPa)
Nominal stroke, ∆l o (µm)

Dual-stage vertical positioner
Slow-stage - double-hinged flexure
Thickness, t (mm)
Depth, h (mm)
Flexure length, l (mm)
Entire flexure length, L (mm)
Corner-fillet radius, r (mm)

0.2
10
0.7
3
0.1

Long-range piezo-stack
Cross-sectional area, A a (mm)
Length, l a (mm)
Young’s modulus, E a (GPa)
Nominal stroke, ∆l o (µm)

Piezo-stack actuator
7×7
10
33
10

Fast-stage - square plate flexure

Plate thickness, t p (mm)
Side length (mm)
Effective side length, a (mm)

0.35
12
8.5

Short-range piezo-stack
7×7
10
33
10

Cross-sectional area, A a (mm)
Length, l a (mm)
Young’s modulus, E a (GPa)
Nominal stroke, ∆l o (µm)

5×5
2
33
1.9
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which varies along x and is expressed as29,30
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(6)

where a = r, b = l − r, c = l, d = L − l, e = d + r, f = L − r,
g = L − x, t and l are the thickness and the length of the thin
section of the flexure, r is the fillet radius, and L is the length of
the entire flexure. For a fixed-guided hinge with a concentrated
load, the resultant moment is −Fy L/2. According to Eq. (1),
the deformation u y due to Fy and Mz is
u y = C y−F y Fy + C y−M z Mz


−Fy L
.
= C y−F y Fy + C y−M z
2

and the corresponding deformation was obtained. Stiffness
of the single-stage positioner was calculated from the ratio
of the applied force to the deformation, which is 8.3 N/µm.
This result is in close agreement with that of the analytical
result.
Modal analysis was carried out in ANSYS to estimate
the resonance frequencies of the single-stage positioner. When
conducting modal analysis, the bottom surface of the support
housing is fixed. A mirror with a diameter of 6 mm, a thickness
of 2 mm, and a mass of 0.5 g were attached to the singlestage. This mirror is expected to be the worst case payload.
Fig. 5 compares the resonance frequencies of a piezo-stack
actuator and mirror with different flexure configurations. It
can be observed that orthogonal flexures provide the greatest

(7)

By substituting Eqs. (3), (4), and (6) into (7), and solving
it numerically by taking the ratio of force to deflection (see
Table II for design parameters and values), the bending stiffness k y is calculated to be 0.94 N/µm. Since there are eight
hinges arranged in parallel, the total stiffness of the positioner
along the y-direction (vertical) is K s = 8 × k y = 9.5 N/µm.
This is approximately 4.6% of the stiffness of the actuator
(k a = Ea Aa/L a ). For a 10-µm range piezo-stack, the resultant
stroke ∆l a of the actuator pushing against the flexures is
ka
ka + Ks
= 9.6 µm,

∆l a = ∆l o

(8)

where ∆l o is the nominal stroke of the piezo-actuator.
2. Finite-element-analysis (FEA)

Finite-element-analysis (FEA) of the single-stage positioner was carried out using ANSYS workbench. To estimate
the stiffness, the static analysis module in ANSYS was used.
The four mounting holes of the positioner as shown in Fig. 4
were fixed. Force was then applied to the central platform

FIG. 4. Finite-element simulated stiffness of the single-stage positioner.

FIG. 5. Resonance frequencies of the single-stage vertical positioner. In
the left column, a mirror is mounted on a piezo-stack actuator without
flexures. In the middle column, a piezo-stack actuator is constrained by four
double-hinged flexures connected in parallel. In the right column, a piezostack actuator is constrained by eight double-hinged flexures. The resonance
frequencies can be observed to be significantly higher with eight flexures.
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increase in resonance frequencies. Note that the support housing is hidden in the simulated results in order to show the mode
shapes of the piezo-stack actuator.
The first bending mode in the x and z axes of the piezostack appears at 18.9 kHz, respectively. By constraining the
piezo-stack using one set of the double-hinged flexures, its first
bending mode in the z-axis is eliminated. The first bending
mode in the x-axis is increased from 18.9 kHz to 29.8 kHz.
Its subsequent modes are shifted to above 45 kHz. The first
bending modes in both x and z axes of the piezo-stack vanish
when the actuator is constrained using the proposed orthogonal
flexures. The first appearance of a resonance mode is the
second bending mode at 46.9 kHz (in both x and z axes). The
actuation mode appears at 53 kHz, which is slightly lower
compared to that of the piezo-stack without end-constraint (at
65.8 kHz). This is associated with the increase of effective
mass due to the flexures and moving platform. However, its
preceding modes have been significantly increased to above
46 kHz.

force from the slow-stage to the body of the fast-stage without
contacting the counterbalance mechanism. The slow-stage and
the long-range piezo-stack are both mounted to a base which
is made from stainless steel 304.

B. Dual-stage positioner design

where α p = 0.0138 (for a square plate), q = F/a2 is load per
unit area, a is the effective width of the plate, and t p is the
thickness of the plate. Note that the total side length of the
plate is 12 mm and approximately 1.75-mm of material from
each side of the plate is glued to the slow-stage. As a result, the
effective length a = 8.5 mm is used in Eq. (9) and the estimated
stiffness of the plate flexure is 3.1 N/µm.

To achieve even higher mechanical bandwidth than
47 kHz, the dual-stage positioner shown in Fig. 6 was developed. This consists of fast and slow stages made from
aluminum alloy 7075. The slow-stage is supported by 12
double-hinged flexures arranged in an orthogonal configuration as previously discussed in Sec. II A. This configuration
is used to increase the resonance frequency of the bending
modes. A 7 mm × 7 mm × 10 mm piezo-stack is used to drive
the slow-stage.
The fast-stage is driven by a 5 mm × 5 mm × 2 mm piezostack actuator. The piezo-stack is sandwiched by two 0.5-µm
alumina plates. A thin plate flexure is used to guide the motion
of the piezo-stack along the direction of actuation. During
high-speed operation, the fast movement of the piezo-stack
generates inertial forces which tend to excite the resonance
frequency of the slow-stage. To compensate for these forces,
an inertial counterbalance technique is employed where two
piezo-stack actuators displace with the same magnitude but
opposite directions.1–3 The dummy mass is chosen to be
approximately the same as the mass of the mirror.
The slow- and fast-stages are connected together by the
spacer shown in Fig. 6. This aluminum structure transmits

1. Stiffness and range estimation

Using a similar method to that discussed in Sec. II A,
the stiffness and range of the slow-stage were calculated to
be 3 N/µm and 9.8 µm, respectively. For the fast-stage, the
vertical stiffness of the square plate flexure can be calculated
using plate theory. Assuming a uniform load applied to the
plate, the maximum deformation is31
δy =
=

α p qa4
Et 3p
α p Fa2
Et 3p

,

(9)

2. Finite-element-analysis

Finite-element simulated stiffness of each stage was found
using similar technique showed in Fig. 4. A unit force was
applied to the central platforms of each stage. The mounting
holes of each stage were fixed. Deformation of the central
platform was recorded to calculate the stiffness. The simulated
stiffness of the slow and fast-stage is 3.3 N/µm and 2.5 N/µm,
respectively, which are in close agreement to that of the analytical calculations.
Modal analysis was carried out to search for the resonance
frequencies of the actuation modes. The bottom surface of the
base was fixed when conducting the modal analysis. A mirror,
which has a mass of 0.5 g, was attached to the moving platform
of the dual-stage to account for the worst payload of the system
in practice. Fig. 7 reveals the two actuation modes of the
positioner. The sectional views of the FEA results show the
mode shapes of the dual-stage positioner. The first actuation
mode appears at 20 kHz which is caused by the slow-stage
positioner. The second actuation mode is caused by the faststage positioner which appears at 104 kHz.

III. DUAL-STAGE CONTROL

FIG. 6. Dual-stage vertical positioner.

The goal of a dual-stage controller is to operate the slowand fast-stage mechanisms collaboratively.19 A number of
model based methods have been proposed;32,33 however, due to
the required bandwidth in this application, the complementary
filter method34 illustrated in Fig. 8 is desirable. This method
does not provide optimal range utilization but can be imple-
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FIG. 9. Input-output response of the single-stage positioner at full range.

this configuration, the dual-stage response is dominated by
the slow-stage at frequencies below f t and the fast-stage at
frequencies above f t .

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

FIG. 7. Actuation modes of the dual-stage vertical positioner.

A. Single-stage positioner

mented with a first-order analog circuit, which is advantageous
in high bandwidth applications.
In Fig. 8, the displacement transfer function is
d(s)
= αFHP(s)Kfast + FLP(s)Kslow,
r(s)

(10)

where r(s) is the input signal, and Kfast and Kslow are the
fast- and slow-stage sensitivities from the power amplifier
input to the displacement in nm. If the gain α is chosen
equal to Kslow/Kfast, both signal paths will have a sensitivity
equal to Kslow. Therefore, the displacement transfer function
becomes
d(s)
= Kslow (FHP(s) + FLP(s)) .
r(s)

The displacement of the single-stage positioner was
measured using an Attocube FPS3010 fiber interferometer.
The positioner developed a maximum travel range of 7.63 µm
when driven with a 100-Hz 200-Vp-p sinusoid using a PD200
voltage amplifier. The input-output response is plotted in
Fig. 9. The travel range has been reduced by approximately
20% from 10 µm to 7.63 µm due to the preload. However,
the proposed preload technique has significantly increased
the first resonance frequency which justifies the reduction in
range.
The frequency response was measured with an in-house
high-bandwidth interferometer17 and is plotted in Fig. 10. The

(11)

If the filters FHP(s) and FHP(s) are chosen to be complementary,
that is, they sum to unity, then the dual stage-response is
constant with respect to frequency. In this work, the filters are
chosen to be first-order,
FHP(s) =

2π f t
s
, FLP(s) =
,
s + 2π f t
s + 2π f t

(12)

where f t is the transition frequency which must be significantly lower than the slow-stage resonance frequency. With

FIG. 8. The dual-stage control method based on complementary filters.

FIG. 10. Frequency response of the single-stage vertical positioner (in
nm/V).
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dicted by the model and are thought to be modes of the support
structures.
The transition frequency f t of the dual-stage controller is
chosen to be 500 Hz which avoids significant excitation of the
slow-stage resonance frequency. The maximum travel range
is approximately 9.4 µm at frequencies below 500 Hz and
922 nm at frequencies higher than 500 Hz.

V. CONCLUSIONS

FIG. 11. Maximum range of the slow and fast stages of the dual-stage
vertical positioner.

first resonance frequency of the vertical positioner is observed
at 47 kHz, which is slightly higher than the predicted value of
41 kHz.
B. Dual-stage positioner

The full-range displacement of the slow and fast stages is
plotted in Fig. 11. The frequency responses of the individual
stages and the dual-stage response are plotted in Fig. 12. The
slow-stage has a first resonance frequency of 17 kHz, while
the fast-stage has a first resonance frequency of 130 kHz.
Since the slow-stage resonance frequency is avoided by the
complimentary filters, the first evident resonance frequency
is that of the fast-stage. In addition to the primary resonance
modes, some extremely low profile modes can be observed
in the response of both positioners. These modes are not pre-

This article describes high-speed single- and dual-stage
flexure-guided vertical positioners. A unique end-constraint
method with orthogonal flexures was designed to preload the
piezo-stack actuator as well as to suppress its first bending
mode in the x and z axes, respectively. By using the orthogonal sets of flexures, the first resonance mode of the singlestage positioner was increased from 18.9 kHz to 46.8 kHz, an
improvement of 2.5 times. To achieve even higher bandwidth
than 47 kHz, a dual-stage positioner was developed which
incorporates a short-range fast positioner and long-range slow
positioner. The fast-stage employs an inertial counterbalance
technique to reduce the excitation of slow-stage dynamics. The
dual-stage positioner has a first evident resonance frequency
of 130 kHz and a combined travel range of approximately
10 µm. The two proposed vertical positioners are suitable for
many high-speed applications in optical systems, including
phase-shifting in tunable lasers, and phase-locking in laser
interferometry.
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